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ABSTRACT
Today most of applications have a small camera such as cell phones, tablets and medical devices. A micro lens
is required in order to reduce the size of the devices. In this paper an auto focus system is used in order to find
the best positon of a liquid lens without any active components such as ultrasonic or infrared. In fact a passive
auto focus system by using standard deviation of the images on a liquid lens which consist of a Dielectric
Elastomer Actuator (DEA) membrane between oil and water is proposed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cell phones or small cameras do not have enough free space to let users move rigid lenses in focal lengths
ranges. In order to overcome the latter issue, [1] suggests using adaptive liquid lenses in small cameras, enabling
them to focus without requiring extra room. On the other hand, classical methods using electric current for
changing the shape of liquids consume lots of power. Auto-focus liquid lenses are of two sorts [2] [3]. The
reflective type, being used as variable mirror, can be implemented in deigning reflector telescopes, where the
transmissive type is based on convex-concave lens shape over immiscible fluids, with different refractive
indices.
Using one or more fluids, unmoving, infinitely-variable liquid lenses can be produced for controlling the
meniscus shape, which can be of liquid/liquid or liquid/air interface sorts. This way, the fluids could manipulate
mechanically and electrically, and exploit the virtue of surface tension of the liquid [4]. When it comes to the
mechanical method, the surfaced is displaced so as to adjust the lens’ shape [5] [6], where in the case of electric
method, ellectrowetting [7] [8] is the means by which the surface tension is adjusted. For some purposes, such
as endoscopic medical imaging [9], fiber-optic telecommunication systems or micro cameras, liquid lenses can
be used efficiently, which is based on the boundary between the two fluids, constructing a regular and smooth
surface [2]. In this study, a Dielectric Elastomer Actuator (DEA) liquid lens with passive autofocus system is
developed.
Autofocus systems can be either active or passive. In active ones, a couple of active components, such as
ultrasonic components or infrared rays are embedded so as to assist the lens in reaching the desired position. In
the sense of designing low-cost, thin and low-consumption applications, active systems entail some drawbacks.
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Passive systems, on the other hand, try to find the best focused lens position while obviating the need to
incorporate active components [9]. A couple of image processing techniques, such as sharpness measurement
can be utilized in the foregoing type of systems. A sharpness curve with respect to the lens position is shown in
fig. 1, where the lens is in the best focused position, leading to the highest sharpness possible.
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Fig. 1: The curve C of sharpness values versus lens position.

2. DESIGN AND FABRICATION
Two insoluble liquids and a membrane actuator are needed to fabricate the lens. In this case, an aqueous
electrolyte and oil is used which separated with a membrane actuator, which had a hole with a diameter of 4 mm
in the middle. A meniscus is formed by the liquids in correspondence of the central hole of the actuator as
shown in Figure 2 [10]. The diameter and the shape of the meniscus is changeable by field-induced actuator
deformation. The meniscus will work as a lens, if light passes through the hole. Focal length of the lens is
adjustable by applying the different potential to membrane actuator which modifies the meniscus shape.
Polyoxymethylene (POM) material is used to construct the liquid lens due to its resistance to all used chemicals
and solvents [11]. A rectangular shape is considered for all parts of the initial device. The device is assembled
easily in flexible design with actuator membranes of various sizes [10]. Figure 3 shows the prototype device
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Figure 2: The working principle of an autofocus liquid lens based on mechanical lens change in applying
membrane actuators [12].
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Figure 3: The prototype device
2.1 Fabrication of DEA membranes
DEA transform electric energy into mechanical work which consists of an elastic dielectric sandwiched between
two compliant electrodes. Maxwell stresses are produced as a result of compression of the dielectric material
sandwiched between the electrodes when a potential difference is applied to them. In this work a stack of DEA
is used which fabricated by an automated fabrication process [12] [13].
First, spin coated substrate is used to keep a thin elastomeric film (P7670 - Wacker) fixed. The thickness of the
film is dependent on the rotation speed, and could range from 5 and 100 μm accordingly. Next, thermal heating
is used in order to cure the elastomer. Afterward, using spraying, the compliant electrode (graphite powder) is
deposited onto the dielectric. The foregoing process is iterated 100 times in order to stacked DEA membrane. A
PDMS layer covers the lth cycle of the DEA membrane so as to make sure it will be encapsulated. Single-layermembrane prototypes are also built in order to compare their performance with the DESA.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Mathematical behavior of the DEA liquid lens
The shape of the meniscus will change by changing in diameter of the hole. In fact, the diameter of the hole will
contract by stretching the DEA due to pressure in dielectric elastomer (p) which obtained by the following
equation.

where the

ε0

⎛U ⎞
p = ε 0ε r ⎜ ⎟
⎝T ⎠
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(1)

is the vacuum permittivity (8.85*10-12 As / Vm ),

εr

is defined as dielectric constant of the

polymer, U is applied voltage and T is the thickness of the elastomer film.
According to [14], the maximal applied voltage is varied from 1150V to 2250V depending on the layer
thickness of DEA from 45 µm to 100 µm respectively. Also, depending on the applying voltage, the contraction
of the hole is changed from 0 to 8%. Despite of the range of voltage between 0 to 2250 for DEA, changing in
the size of the membranes, initial curvature of meniscus, device configuration, hole diameter and focal length
starting from 50V to 600V. Figure 4 shows the contraction of the hole by increasing the applied voltage
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Figure 4: The contraction of the hole
3.2 Sharpness Measurement
In this work we need to recognize focus and out of focus images in order to find a proper voltage to apply to the
membrane. One of the approaches to find focus image obtain by computing the standard deviation of the image.
In this way a sample standard deviation of an image is computed by:

sa =

=

1
∑ ( a [ m, n] − ma )
N − 1 m,n∈ℜ

∑

m , n∈ℜ

(2)

a 2 [ m, n ] − Nma2
N −1

Where ℜ is a region with N pixels. In fact
distribution.

sa is an estimate of σ a (Σ) of the underlying brightness probability

The proposed system is divided to some phases. In the first phase, a photo is captured by the image acquisition
device equipped with a DEA liquid lens. Then sharpness of the captured image is computed to find the amount
of edge information. In the second phase the amount of applied voltage to the membrane actuator is increased in
order to change in the shape of the meniscus. The number of edges of the second photo which taken afte
r
deformation of the meniscus is calculated and compared with the earlier one. In the third phase, according to the
result of sharpness comparing of taking images, the applied voltage is increased or decreased to take the next
photo. The process is iterated till the number of the edges in the photo decreases regardless of the variations of
the applied voltage. Figure 5 shows the scheme of the proposed method.
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Figure 5: The scheme of the proposed method
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As we expected Figure 6 shows which the size of focal length is decreased by increasing the applying voltage.
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Fig. 6 : The changing of the focal length

4. Conclusions
In this work a passive autofocus system for a liquid lens with Dielectric Elastomer Actuator (DEA) was
presented which can easily achieve the function of auto focus without any active component such as ultrasonic
or infrared in comparison with the conventional active focus system. To implement the technique we used a
liquid lens with DEA membrane and a system to measure the sharpness of the image. The proposed method
found the best position of the lens by controlling the voltage which is applied to the membrane.
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